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Modelling the risk
from the FSO SAFER
Riskaware’s contribution to the international
conversation

Over the past year, Riskaware have been

infographics. These outputs display the potential

providing modelling support to the UK’s Foreign,

impacts of a spill from the FSO SAFER and have been

Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO)
by carrying out investigations into the risks posed
by the FSO SAFER oil tanker.
Working with the Satellite Applications Catapult – our
immediate customers for this work – and the ACAPS

used widely throughout the diplomatic community and
in the press to evaluate next steps.
In this post, we discuss how we carried out these
investigations and how our modelling techniques can be
similarly applied to a wide range of other problems.

Yemen Analysis Hub, we combined our modelling
outputs with local information and impact analyses
to produce easy-to-understand visualisations and
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Unmaintained ships or accidents aboard can
lead to catastrophic oil spill disasters

The FSO
SAFER
Situated off Yemen’s west coast in the
Red Sea, the FSO SAFER is a floating oil

The devastation caused by oil spills: an example of the severe
consequences that oil contamination can have

terminal with a current cargo of over one
million barrels of oil. Since the outbreak of
the Yemeni civil war in 2015, the SAFER

Worst-case releases: oil spills and fires

has been left unmaintained and has fallen
into a state of disrepair.

Because so much is uncertain about the state of the
SAFER, it was very difficult to estimate exactly what kind

There are growing concerns in the

of release may occur from it, both in terms of the amount

international community that the vessel

and the manner in which it would happen.

is at risk of releasing its cargo; either
from oil leaking into the waters or an

In the absence of accurate and up-to-date information

explosion/fire on board leading to the

regarding the condition of the vessel and the most likely

release of particulate pollution. Such

manner and severity of any potential release, we decided

a release would have a catastrophic

to take a ‘worst-case’ approach to our modelling in order

impact on the vulnerable ecosystems and

to appropriately convey the possible risks.

infrastructure surrounding the SAFER, as
well as local populations, many of whom
rely on the waters of the Red Sea for their
livelihoods.

This meant initialising our models with a ‘source term’
representing a scenario where the vessel’s cargo was all
released within the space of a few days. We performed this
through two different model types:
1.

Oil spill modelling: to demonstrate the impacts of a leak

2.

Atmospheric dispersion modelling: to demonstrate the
impacts of a fire leading to particulate pollution
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Meteorology & the unknown time of a release
The present risk of a release from SAFER is known, but

Our investigation was accordingly split into four

when this may happen is not.

separate periods of three months each, allowing us to
give an accurate estimate of the potential risks posed

This is emphasised by the fact that meteorological

by a worst-case release from the SAFER and how these

and ocean conditions in the Red Sea region are highly

risks differ throughout the year.

seasonal, with different prevailing winds/currents at
different times of year. The time of year that a release
occurs will therefore play a large factor in how the
resultant oil slick travels.

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

Oct-Dec
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The right models
for the task
Atmospheric dispersion
modelling
For the scenario of a fire, we decided to utilise NOAA’s
HYSPLIT model. This is a widely used atmospheric
transport and dispersion model, particularly suited to
modelling the medium-to-long range hazards relevant
to the SAFER scenario.

Oil spill modelling
To forecast the behaviour of an oil spill, the model
behind Riskaware’s own MarineAware platform was
used. It can predict the transport and dispersion of
an oil slick on the surface of the water and has been
independently validated by the UK’s Science and
Technology Facilities Council.
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A statistical approach
To properly capture the range of possible
meteorological and oceanographic conditions
surrounding a potential release from the SAFER, a large
number of model simulations needed to be carried out.
For each of the three-month periods considered in our
study, hundreds of HYSPLIT/MarineAware runs were
performed; each of these runs utilised meteorological/
oceanographic data corresponding to a randomly
sampled start time within that period.
To manage and coordinate these large modelling
campaigns, we wrote custom batch running capabilities

Processing model outputs

for both models. These ‘wrapper’ codes took care of
the generation and execution of the huge number of

Once all of these individual simulations had been

individual model runs by taking a base model scenario,

completed, our next task was to post-process the

applying the randomly sampled meteorology and start

model outputs and combine them to produce useful

times for each individual simulation, running the models

results.

themselves, and archiving the output appropriately.
One of the biggest challenges in this work – and indeed
These wrappers enabled many model runs to be

for many studies of this nature – is how to process

performed in parallel – ensuring we could produce

the raw model outputs in order to produce actionable

reliable outputs and insights in a timely manner.

insights that are suitable and meaningful to the
intended audience. In this case, our work was primarily
for use in short briefings to be given to a non-technical
audience. As a result, we chose to distil our large
modelling datasets into a small amount of easy-tounderstand visualisations that represented all the key
information regarding the risks of a release.
We created ‘probability of exceedance’ datasets from
our output data. These represented the predicted risk
of different areas that would experience contamination
above a certain threshold level of concentration/
deposition, rather than showing a single modelled
scenario.
These outputs represent the probability that, should a
worst-case release occur from the SAFER within the
time period modelled, the concentration or deposition
quantity in areas surrounding the vessel would be
exceeded.
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Visualising the results & estimating the impact
In conjunction with the Satellite Applications Catapult,
these probability of exceedance outputs were
processed through Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) to produce the output mapping products that
were shared with the community. These maps were
also used by ACAPS as the basis for their impact
analysis, which was shared alongside our maps in
briefing products.
At first, we focused on the maximum values within the
model runs, generating static images that showed the
probability that the maximum concentration/deposition

The models and
approach we used
to estimate the risks
from a release from
the FSO SAFER are
highly applicable
to a range of other
scenarios

experienced at a location will exceed the threshold.
Later, we expanded our analysis to include a temporal
dimension, generating videos and animations that show
the evolving risks from a release as time goes on.

Application for other scenarios
The models and approach we used to estimate the

Our methodology and models enable the use of high-

risks from a release from the FSO SAFER are highly

fidelity models to be run in a statistical way, giving

applicable to a range of other scenarios, particularly

the best of both worlds: detailed and accurate models

where understanding the potential effects of an
incident – whether malicious or accidental – is

used with a full range of possible release and weather
conditions for a rigorous and informative analysis of
the potential outcomes.

required.
Simpler studies are also possible, for example
considering a range of specific release scenarios rather
than taking a statistical approach. We could also take

To find out more visit

an analysis like this further if the relevant input data
were available, by considering a range of different

www.riskaware.co.uk/marineaware

release types as well as a worst case scenario. For
example, a similar analysis could be performed to
estimate the hazards arising from a potential accident
at a chemical facility (e.g. for a COMAH Safety Report
in the UK).
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